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Mystery develops in downtown Cuthbert
CUTHBERT, GA. – Andrew College’s theatre department brought mystery, murder and intrigue to
Cuthbert with their audience-interactive murder mystery performance, “Murder in the Square” on
March 17. The audience traveled to two different downtown locations as the drama unfolded.
Guests began their journey in a coffee house where they enjoyed live music in addition to a delicious
buffet, continued through a sorority house where they met the detective, followed by an outdoor
garden where they witnessed the crime scene and gathered clues from the performers to try and
solve the mystery. Theatre goers were also able to interact with the players as they gathered
information.
The play was written and directed by Deborah Liss-Green, director of the theatre program. She said,
“I am so pleased at the reception to our work as well as by the support of the administration and the
community.” Musical direction was provided by Dr. Daniel Kolan and two faculty members, Katie
Dodrill and Dr. Robert Korbawi, appeared alongside theatre and music students.
Photo 1 – Murder mystery guests watch as the drama plays out in the outdoor garden in downtown
Cuthbert.
Photo 2 – Detective Raymond Marlowe (played by Raymone Smith) and Cub Reporter Brenda Sparr
(played by Kendra Anderson), question theatre goers about any knowledge they may have regarding
the murders.
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